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Abstract: The present study aimed to apply the Lean Six Sigma methodology, through the DMAIC cycle (applied in five
phases that ensure that companies apply Lean Six Sigma in a methodical and disciplined way: Define, Measure, Analyze,
Improve and Control), in the service units of the Minas Gerais regional of an examination laboratory, identifying critical
processes and proposing continuous improvement so that the level of customer service be high. This methodology has been
widely used in the business world and recognized as one of the most effective methods. This practice focuses on reducing the
variation of any process, product or service, identifying and eliminating defects, errors and waste and seeking to maximize the
company's profitability. It is the integration of the Lean philosophy with the Six Sigma methodology, where the first focuses
on eliminating waste and the second uses statistical tools to reduce variability in processes. The data were treated using the
software Minitab. The survey resulted in an increase in the service level of the Minas Gerais regional service from 68% to
81,55%, leading to a financial gain of $ 378.556,80 in the year. The research concluded that the Lean Six Sigma methodology
can be successfully applied in the service sector, improving the service level by reducing time, resources, costs and process
variability.
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1. Introduction
Currently, in the business world, the increase in global
competition and the relentless pursuit of operational
excellence are important factors for any organization that
seeks a better position in the market. In this sense, global
organizations are looking for new ways of doing business.
Various practices, tools and methods have been adopted to
ensure the improvement of quality and consumer satisfaction,
minimize costs and obtain the maximum possible return on
the asset.
One of the practices that has been widely used in the
business world and recognized as one of the most effective
methods is the integration of Lean philosophy with the Six
Sigma methodology. This practice focuses on reducing the
variation of any process, product or service, identifying and
eliminating defects, errors and waste and seeking to

maximize the company's profitability.
Organizations
make
quality
and
productivity
improvements based on cost reduction [1]. This practice
becomes evident, especially in the service sector, in which
performance is constantly measured and is a determining
factor in raising the level of service, converging all efforts to
obtain customer satisfaction.
ABC1 company is a big Brazilian company in the field of
diagnostic medicine and has more than 70 service units
spread over the main cities in the southeast and midwest
regions of the country, offering its clients laboratory and
imaging exams, such as blood tests, ultrasound, tomography
and resonance.
The present study aims to implement the Lean Six Sigma
methodology in the service units in the Minas Gerais regional

1 The company in question did not authorize the disclosure of its identity.
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of the company ABC, in order to increase the level of
customer service, improving customer flow within the units,
generating greater customer satisfaction with the speed of
service and increasing the possibility of revenue gain. This
regional has the level of customer service (68%) below the
target set by the company (75%) and below the average of all
other regions (81%). The main process that influences the
indicator is the customer service and referral process, which
represents the process that generates the problem. According
to the company's Business Intelligence area, the level of
customer service is measured as the percentage of customers
who were served at the reception and referred to the exams
within 15 minutes.
The academic relevance of this work is reinforced by the
possibility of suggesting to other researchers the use of this
methodology in any area, even in the area of services, so that
it is possible to identify opportunities for process
improvements, eliminate waste and generate benefits for the
entire business chain. As it is a case study, the results
obtained should be considered only as parameters, as they
bring specific characteristics of the studied company.
The study is structured in five sections: in section 2 the
theoretical foundation on Lean Manufacturing, Six Sigma
and the integration of both is addressed; in section 3, the
applied methodology is presented; section 4 describes the
experiments carried out and their results; finally, final
considerations are made in section 5.

2. Theoretical Foundation
2.1. Lean Manufacturing
Lean Manufacturing was created and disseminated in Japan
and showed, with the results obtained in experiments at Toyota,
great performance focused on productivity, cost reduction and
quality improvement, with a focus on creating value. This
philosophy was applied firstly only in production and, later, it
was adapted to the business dimensions of the organizations,
resulting in lean thinking, with the purpose of offering
customers what they want at the right time [2]. It is a
philosophy based on lean production that is, reducing losses by
eliminating activities that do not add value to the final service
[3]. These authors argue that the elimination of waste focuses
on reaching a target cost based on the perception of value by
the customer and everyone involved in the value chain.
That the characteristics of the Lean concept are:
maximizing process speed; offer tools for analyzing process
flow and delay times in each process activity and
understanding the difference between adding and not adding
value [4]. The same author warns that the Lean methodology
has a limitation in terms of control, since there is no
possibility of establishing a statistical control, which could
compromise the continuity of the improvement, that is, the
process can go back to how it was before of change.
Lean's goal is to eliminate waste and shorten the process
lead time [5]. There are eight types of waste developed in the
Toyota production system: overproduction, waiting,
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transportation, processing, handling, defective products,
inventory and underutilization of labor [6]. The fundamental
point of this philosophy is the creation of a high quality
system that manufactures products or provides services at the
rate at which the customer desires and without waste [7].
The Lean manufacturing management model relies on the
use of seven tools that make it possible to follow the
philosophy successfully [8]. Such tools are known as Kaizen
(continuous improvement), they are: 5S; continuous flow;
setup reduction; standardized work; error-proof system
(poka-yoke), pull system and Kaban.
The 5S (five senses: use / organization, ordering, cleaning,
standardization and self-discipline) consists of separating
what is necessary, what may be necessary and what is
unnecessary (discarding it); each object must have its place,
to be easily found; the place must always be clean and what
is most necessary must be located in an easily accessible
place; standardization is also taken seriously; discipline must
become a healthy habit [9].
Continuous flow or just in time is a technique that allows for
more agile production, consisting of moving one item or small
batch of items at a time in the production sequence, with each
step preparing the product to receive the procedure the next
step [10]. There are no interruptions or formation of
intermediate stocks or overproduction.
To reduce machine downtime (setup), all opportunities to
avoid machine downtime and all activities that can be performed
while the machines are running must be identified [8].
Standardized work to structure work activities and
promote repeatability of processes is important, as it
contributes to the organization of work and reduces
processing time, rework and the number of defects [10].
Kanban is a sign made by means of a card that controls the
flow of products [11] and is directly linked to pulled
production, which controls the flow of production based on
the principle that only what is necessary is produced, quantity
and time that attends the client punctually [10].
The error-proof system, poka-yoke, was the technique
created with the objective of preventing errors from
occurring, where the adopted solutions are as simple as
possible and of low cost [12].
2.2. Six Sigma
Six Sigma was invented by Motorola in the 1980s and
motivated by the high cost of the poor quality of its products
[13]. A large part of the production did not meet the
customer's requirement. This led to high rates of scrap,
rework and returns, prompting Motorola engineers to develop
this concept.
The same author understands that Six Sigma is a
methodology that understands and eliminates the negative
effects of the variability of production processes, being a
problem solving model based on the "voice of the customer",
where it uses statistical tools to control processes associated
with quality management. It is defined, statistically, as the
possibility of 3.4 defects per million opportunities or a
success rate of 99.9997%, where sigma is used to represent
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the variation over the process average (standard deviation)
[14].
Although Motorola was the pioneer of Six Sigma, the
methodology gained popularity in 1994, when the president
of GE (General Electric) considered that it could be the path
in search of superior quality and profitability [15].
Some main characteristics of Six Sigma: the methodology
allows to recognize the opportunities to eliminate defects;
recognizes the impact of process variability on the ability to
deliver high quality services; requires decisions based on
facts and data, using statistical and quality tools to solve
problems; offers support for sustainable results [4].
The fundamental principle of Six Sigma is the knowledge
obtained from the development of statistical thinking [16].
The methodology is nothing more than a set of statistical
tools applied in a logical and structured way, with the aim of
reducing variations and defects in processes.
Statistically, “Six Sigma” means that, in a centralized
normal distribution, six standard deviations can be found
between the mean and the lower specification limit (LSL)
and six more standard deviations between the mean and the
upper specification limit (USL), resulting in 3.4 defects per
million opportunities (DPMO) [17], as shown in figure 1.

2.3. Lean Six Sigma
Lean Six Sigma is a strategy linked to the improvement of
processes that allows to improve organizational performance
from the adoption of a business management system [18].
According to the author, Lean and Six Sigma are tools to
promote improvements, innovation and, consequently,
routine management that are part of this system. The same
author shows that, Lean identifies problems in the process
flow, steps that do not add value and provides tools for its
elimination and Six Sigma improves the capacity of the steps
that add value.
For this integration to take place, it is necessary to involve
the leadership and employees and establish strategic
objectives, elaborate a program developed by a trained team
and change the culture so that those involved can get to know
the tools [2].
Thus, Lean Six Sigma is a methodology that focuses on
eliminating waste and variation in processes, following the
DMAIC script, in order to achieve customer satisfaction,
with quality and low cost [19].
Therefore, given the studied literature, it is possible to
infer that Lean Six Sigma is a key tool for making changes in
the company, since it represents structured steps and
programs to analyze and review each sector, structure or
processes, representing a differential to increase quality, in
addition to applying concepts of continuous improvement as
a way to constantly change aspects in the company that
guarantee organizational effectiveness.

3. Research Methodology

Figure 1. Graph of normalized centralized distribution.

In the Six Sigma approach, strategic projects, with welldefined goals and deadlines, must be conducted by teams
specialized in the methodology, called Green Belts, Black
Belts, Master Black Belts, among others. In this methodology,
the Six Sigma Project is divided into five phases: define,
measure, analyze, improve and control (DMAIC), as shown
in figure 2, which will be explained in section 3.1.

Figure 2. DMAIC Cycle.

To carry out the present study, an exploratory research was
initially applied in order to identify the problem and make it
explicit. In the first stage, a theoretical study was carried out
through a bibliographic survey to collect secondary data,
making it possible to learn about previous studies on the
topics covered. In the second stage, a case study was carried
out, and a field research was carried out to collect primary
data from the processes observed in loco. To process these
data, the MINITAB software was used.
The research method used in this study was the
quantitative method, since it is a study in the area of
knowledge of statistical process control, where several
statistical tools are used to understand the behavior of the
process. The research universe was considered as the whole
company object of the study and the sample, the service units
of the company's Minas Gerais regional. To develop the
study, the DMAIC script was followed.
With the support of quality and statistical tools, the
DMAIC method is applied in five phases that ensure that
companies apply Lean Six Sigma in a methodical and
disciplined way: Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and
Control [20].
The DMAIC method was applied in the company object of
this study, with the objective of identifying the causes that
generated a low result of the indicator and raising the level of
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attendance service of the units of the regional of Minas
Gerais. In the first step (Define), the process that generated
the problem was defined, the history of the indicator was
evaluated and the scope, goal and financial gain of the
project were defined. In the second stage (Measure), the
current status of the process was assessed, the potential
variables were determined and the causes of the problem
were identified, prioritizing the causes to be proven in the
next stage. In the third stage (Analyze), these causes were
proven with facts and data, using various statistical tools. In
the fourth stage (Improving), the action plan was prepared
and executed. Finally, in the fifth stage (Controlar), the
results were determined and actions were taken to ensure the
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sustainability of the results achieved.

4. Analysis of Results
4.1. Define
First, after defining the process that generated the problem
as the customer service and referral process for the exam, the
history of the “NS service” indicator was analyzed by
collecting data from the 24 months preceding the survey. It
was observed, through the trend graph, in figure 3, that the
indicator worsened over time, where the last 12 months
represent an average level of the lowest values.
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Yt = 79,35 - 0,634 × t
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Figure 3. Trend graph of the "NS service" indicator data for the last 24 months.

The normality of the data was also tested, being considered normal data since the p-value of the test was greater than 0.05,
as shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Normality test.

The scope of the project was defined using SIPOC, table 1,
a tool that summarizes the inputs and outputs of one or more
processes. The activities that take place within the service
units were part of the scope, from the moment the customer

removes the password until the moment it is sent for the
exam. The activities that take place from that moment on
have not been studied.
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Table 1. SIPOC of the customer service and referral process for the exam.
S
Suppliers

I
Inputs
Password totem Queue management
system Customer need
Service operator Service desk Registration
system Documents
Service operator health plan website
customers data medical order
Service operator Service desk Registration
system
Exam location information attendance
assistant

IT area Customers
Operations area IT area
Customers
Operations area health
plan Customers
Operations area IT area
Operations área

P
Process

O
Outputs

C
Customers

Get password

Printed password

Customer

Register customer

Complete customer
registration Exam guide

Check exam
authorization

Authorized exams

Operations area
Commercial area
Operations area
Commercial area Financial

Print guide for exam

Printed exam guide

Exam island Customer

Refer client for
exam

Customer directed to
exam location

Exam island

The project goal was calculated based on the Falconi
method, where half the gap between the current level and the
ideal level is considered. As the current level of the indicator
is 68% and the ideal level is 90%, half of the gap corresponds
to the 11% increase in the indicator. Therefore, the goal was
defined as: to increase the number of calls made within 15
minutes (“NS service” indicator), in units in the Minas Gerais
region, from 68% to 79% of the total calls, in six months.
The financial gain was calculated based on the rules of the
Business Intelligence and Controllership area, where each
percentage point of “NS atendimento” that a unit earns above
the company's current target value (75%), represents a
potential revenue gain of $ 235.00 for every 1,000 customers
served per year. Considering that the Minas Gerais units
serve, on average, 192,000 customers per year, the project's

4.2. Measure
First, the “NS service” was stratified, considering the five
units in the Minas Gerais regional (Centro, Pampulha,
Belvedere, Betim and Contagem) and the normality and
variability of the data for each unit was evaluated. As for
normality, all units presented normal data, since the p-value
of all was greater than 0.05, as shown in figure 5. As for the
variability, also observed in figure 5, the Contagem unit
showed a high variability data, since the standard deviation is
equal to 8.88. It was observed that the averages of the
Belvedere and Contagem units are below the indicator target
set by the company (75%).
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Figure 5. Normality test and descriptive statistics for each unit in the Minas Gerais regional.

A hypothesis test was performed to compare the NS
service
averages
between
the
Pampulha/Betim,
Pampulha/Belvedere, Belvedere/Contagem units, as shown in
figures 6, 7 and 8. It was found that the averages of the
Pampulha and Betim units are equivalente, but the averages
for the Pampulha, Belvedere and Contagem units are
significantly different.
The Belvedere and Contagem units were prioritized, as
they had a negative impact on the regional result, since the
average result of these two units was significantly worse than
the rest of the regional.
In a second step, the process generating the problem was
mapped and the causes of the problem were identified using
the Cause and effect diagram tool (Ishikawa), as shown in
Figure 9, and the causes identified in Ishikawa were
prioritized using the Cause Matrix. and effect, as shown in
table 2.

Figure 7. Hypothesis test between the Pampulha and Belvedere units.

Figure 6. Hypothesis test between the Pampulha and Betim units.
Figure 8. Hypothesis test between the Belvedere and Contagem units.
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equipament

customer

health plan

slow computers;

lack of documents;

number of reduced service
windows;

strikethrough
medical order;
expired medical
order.

disabled printers.

time to release
authorization password;
excessive bureaucracy
for pre-authorizations;
level of information
requirement.
Effect = NS service of the
units Belvedere and
Contagem below the
desored

lack of queue management
procedure;
outdated authorization
procedure;
excess of steps in the
procedure.

lack of attention;

system is not friendly;

insufficient training;

offline system.

acronym typos.

procedures

service operators

systems

Figure 9. Cause and effect diagram (Ishikawa).
demand effort, but will have a high impact

High

16
2

17
7

Effort

1

9

10
Low

are potentially causes to see and act

8

14

13

12

11

3

4

6
5
Low

High

15

Impact
generate high impact with little effort

Figure 10. Effort x impact matrix.
Table 2. Cause and effect matrix.

ID

Outputs

Main process Ys

Possible process Xs (causes)

Y1 - customer
waiting time

slow computers
reduced attendant quantity
disabled printers
lack of documents
invalid medical order
expired medical order
time to release authorized password
excessive bureaucracy for pre authorization
level of information requirement
lack of queue management procedure
outdated authorization procedure
excess of steps in the procedure
lack of attention
insufficient training
typing errors
system is not friendly
Offline system

8
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Inputs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

0
1
3
5

uncorrelated
weak correlation
median correlation
strong correlation

Y2 - acronym
registration
time
6
5
1
0
3
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
3
3
3
3
3
3

Y3 - time to
check
authorization
8
3
5
0
3
0
0
5
5
3
0
3
0
3
3
0
3
3

Y4 - customer
release time
10
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
1
3
3

Total

84
116
30
72
48
48
90
70
54
70
54
48
52
72
28
72
72
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After prioritization, the Effort x Impact Matrix was used
(figure 10) to define the causes that would be proven in the
next step. The highlighted causes were chosen for
verification.
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previous stage were proven by facts and data through various
statistical tools. In order to summarize this step, only a few of
the evidences made in the research will be described. One of
them was the Chi-square test performed to check if there is a
dependency between the variables “experienced or
inexperienced collaborator” and “guide with or without
error”, shown in figure 11.

4.3. Analyze
In this stage, the causes identified and prioritized in the

Figure 11. Chi-square test between service guide and employee.

As the p-value in the test was equal to zero, it was
strong, that is, the increase in customer demand generates
concluded that there is dependence between the variables,
the need to increase the number of active windows.
that is, an employee with no experience makes more mistakes
Considering the dispersion graph in figure 12, for 24 clients
due to lack of attention than an employee with experience.
served per hour, 7 active windows are needed and the
Therefore, insufficient training and lack of attention are
Belvedere unit has only 5. For 38 clients, 10 active
causes that interfere in the service process.
windows are needed and the Contagem unit has only 7. At
Another proof was the correlation between customer
peak times, the units could form a long queue and a very
demand and the ideal number of active service windows. It
long service time.
was possible to conclude that the correlation is positive and
Gráfico de Dispersão de Potencial de cli versus Qtd de guichês a

Potencial de clientes atendidos

50

40

30

20

10

0
0

2

4

6
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12

Qtd de guichês ativos

Figure 12. Dispersion graph of potential customers and number of windows.

A third confirmation was made using an ANOVA to compare the average time to obtain authorization for each health plan
(figure 13) and another to compare the average percentage of pre-authorized exams for each health plan (figure 14).
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Figure 13. Analysis of variance of pre-authorization.
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Figure 14. Analysis of variance of pre-time authorization % of exam.

The result of both ANOVAs indicates that at least one
average is significantly different from the others, which
means that some health plans have higher authorization
release times and different exam pre-authorization policies,
which can negatively interfere in the process of attendance.

The causes “delay in registering customers without
documents”, “lack of procedure for managing queues”,
“outdated authorization procedure” and “slow computers”
were also proven through facts and data.
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4.4. Improve
In this step, the 5W2H model action plan was elaborated
and executed (Table 4). The Priority Matrix (Table 3) was
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used to define which solutions would be taken to the action
plan. The solutions were suggested after Brainstorming with
the company's employees.

Table 3. Solution prioritization matrix.
Weight
check budgeted demand for units
request new attendants based on budgeted demand
reorganize the scale of tasks of service employees
map more bureaucratic health plans and request
authorization for exams scheduled the day before
allocate a service operator to request pre-authorizations
send e-mail and sms to clients remembering the need to
always have an identity document and health insurance card

low cost
7
5
1
5

ease of deployment
8
5
3
5

impact on eliminating the cause
10
1
5
3

5

3

3

89

5

3

3

89

3

3

3

75

0
1
3
5

Total
85
81
105

uncorrelated
weak correlation
median correlation
strong correlation
Table 4. Action plan.

What?
check budgeted demand for
units
request new attendants
based on budgeted demand
reorganize the scale of
tasks of service employees
map more bureaucratic
health plans and request
authorization for exams
scheduled the day before
allocate a service operator
to request preauthorizations
send e-mail and sms to
clients remembering the
need to always have an
identity document and
health insurance card

Why?
to calculate the number of
attendants needed in the target
units
to have the correct number of
attendants active in the target
units

Who?

How?

How much?

Where?

When?

Manager

requesting the data sheet for
the responsible area

$0

company
headquarters

10 days

Manager

opening a purchase order in
the order portal

$ 7.500

purchase
requests
portal

15 days

to have service operators
available for the new windows

Supervis
or

$0

target units

5 days

to avoid wasting time
requesting authorization while
attending

Service
operator

$0

target units

1 days

to have a service operator
dedicated to requesting preauthorization for part-time

Supervis
or

$0

target units

5 days

to reinforce to customers the
importance of not forgetting the
necessary documents

administr
ative

$1.200/month

company
headquarters

10 days

4.5. Control
To ascertain the results of the research, data were collected
for 8 months and a control letter was drawn up for the
Belvedere and Contagem units and for the NS service in the
Minas Gerais regional office, as shown in figures 15 and 16.
It was observed that in the Belvedere unit, the NS attendance
increased, exceeding the upper limit of 74.86%, well above
the average of 65.43%. At the Contagem unit, the NS
attendance also increased, staying above the upper limit of
70.14%. Consequently, the NS service of the regional MG
also increased, staying above the upper limit of 81.55%.

redoing the scale together
with the management of the
target units
printing the schedule of
scheduled exams for the next
day and calling to request
authorization
redoing the scale together
with the management of the
target units
activate the marketing area to
request the service of sending
e-mail and sms

Therefore, we can conclude that the project was very
successful, since in the post-project period the indicator
exceeded the goal established in the project of 79%, reaching
85.2% at the end of the project results measurement period
and an average 83.39% in that period. With this, considering
the calculations of the BI and Controllership area of the
company to estimate the potential revenue gain, the project
resulted in an average financial gain of $378,556.80 per year
(235.00 x 192 x 8.39 points above the company's goal), that
is, well above the estimated in the Define step. In the 8
months of measuring results, the project delivered
approximately $ 252,296.00 of financial gain.
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Figure 15. Control chart of Belvedere and Contagem units.
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Figure 16. Control chart of NS service of the Minas Gerais regional.

In order to guarantee the sustainability of the results
achieved, it was suggested that the company started to use
visual management to elaborate a management framework
in sight at the units, exposing the NS service indicator and
other relevant indicators of the service process. It was also
suggested to use standardized work, such as POPs and ITRs,
to ensure quality and productivity. The indicator must
always be accompanied by means of the control charts,
should be used the OCAP (tool used for out-of-control
processes that identifies the anomalies that must be
addressed to improve the process) whenever the process
loses its stability or falls outside the target, recording in the
logbook the problem that occurred and what action was
taken. A quarterly audit should be carried out over the next
12 months to ensure that the implemented solutions are
being followed.

successful implementation of the Lean Six Sigma program,
since the application of both methods depends directly on
people's commitment to the implementation of the new
processes and the desire to continuously improve the
organization's performance.
Finally, it is concluded that this methodology is useful for
improving the level of service provided by any company
providing services and it is suggested to apply this
methodology in companies that provide services in other
areas.
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